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Title: Engineers of the Moldavian identity 

Synopsys: 
 
The main task given to the writers, « creative intelligence » in Soviet Moldova, since its formation in 
1928 and its first literary organization in SSARM (Transnistria) till the revolution in 1991, was to 
create fundamental cultural values for the Moldavian „soviet nation”, mainly concerning literary 
language and cultural heritage. As a difference of the creation process in most of the European nation 
in the XIXth  century, in the Soviet Moldova the establishment and appliance of the national project 
must be accomplish in a shorter period of time, to retrieve the delay regarding the nations (including 
the soviet one) more advanced in this matter. The writhers, scientists and artists in Moldova are placed 
in high positions of a huge voluntary enterprise, realized under the keen surveillance of the republic 
authorities. Even so, during the years 1920-1930, so far to the end of the II WW, this national project 
is ruptured and inconsequent. It was the subject of great dispute of the two intellectual groups: 
“Moldovans” vs. „Romanians”, „Basarabean” vs. „Transnistrean”, „old” vs. „new” generation. To the 
mid of the ’50, the temporary victory of the intellectual „Basarabean” (pro-Romanian oriented) leads 
to an elevated „Romanization” of the literary language and of the “Moldavian” cultural heritage. That 
being an indefinite victory. Short time after the reentry of the Stalinist administration in the Moldavian 
Republic, at the end of the ’50, the language and “cultural heritage” issue became a recurrent object of 
controversy and prohibitions. In the time when authorities argue against „Romanization” of language 
and “Moldavian” culture, a vast process of rusification engages al the domains. Meanwhile, cultural 
representatives – especially “officials” – continue to educate and establish a “soviet” Moldavian 
identity. The dissonance between the open-air speech and self-speech of the Moldavian cultural 
individuals upon the constituent elements o the Moldavian identity is the consequence for a rupture 
that persists in time, between cultural integration sense of the Moldovan cultural elite, discharging at 
the same time with perestroika, and self perception of the soviet Moldovans, trained to this perception 
by the same cultural elite.  
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